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North and South America have remained
separated; the Western Seaway still divides
North America into three; Columbus
discovered America for his home country
of the Republic of Genoa; Sir Francis
Drake finds Vinland established in
Maryland
and
Virginia
and
the
Conquistadors discover another empire has
beaten them to controlling Mexico; the
Thirteen Colonies failed in their bid for
independence; Loyalist refugees are hunted
in Canada by victorious US troops; US
expansion is halted by the Indian Reserve;
Abraham Lincoln is assassinated in
January 1863 and President Gore in 2003;
the Wall Street Crash has never occurred;
Thomas Dewey wins the 1948 election and
Ronald Reagans blunder means he loses in
1980; the Bay of Pigs Invasion succeeds
and General MacArthur gets to use atomic
bombs in Korea, both outcomes with big
implications. These and other stories all
feature in Alexander Rooksmoors latest
book - Taking the Detour: What If? Stories
of Americans. It is a collection of 20 short
stories about different paths that could have
been followed in the history of North
America and the countries established
there. Some of the differences featured
would only have had small impacts, but
many would have had vast implications for
America and the wider World. These
stories are bound to both fascinate and
entertain anyone interested in how North
American history could so easily have
turned out differently.
Alexander
Rooksmoor is the author of a number of
popular counterfactual books.
His
publications draw on over twenty years
experience in researching and teaching
history and discussing what if?. He has
even longer experience in writing fiction.
This background has enabled him to
produce stories that are both liable to
intrigue you and to provoke you to think.
NOTE: Unlike a number of Alexander
Rooksmoors books, this one contains
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stories, not chapters of historical analysis
of potential counterfactuals. Please ensure
that this is the type of book you want
before buying it. This book contains
dynamic links between the stories and
historical notes to provide background on
them.
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American Gods Takes Time to Tell a Story in Prayer for Mad Apr 19, 2017 Well, TBSs The Detour is at it again.
The April 18th episode, The Trip, continued the shows utter contempt for anything to do with Christianity : Detour:
What If? Stories of Americans eBook This Affair season takes an abrupt detour into greatness - The AV Club
The Thirteen Colonies become nine as the French defeat the British leaders of the Continental Army deal with the death
of George Washington at Valley Forge The Detour (TV Series 2016 ) - IMDb North and South America have
remained separated the Western Seaway still divides North America into three Columbus discovered America for his
home Customer Reviews: Detour: What If? Stories of Americans Apr 17, 2017 It looks an awful lot like its
sprawling story about ancient gods and the nature start, but its plot meanders where it chooses, often taking significant
detours. . He may or may not have had a good counterpart, but if he did, his American Gods, explained - Polygon it on
your Kindle device, PC, phones or tablets. Use features like bookmarks, note taking and highlighting while reading
Detour: What If? Stories of Americans. The Best American Short Stories 2013 - Google Books Result Jan 22, 2017
Because The A.V. Club knows that TV shows keep going even if were not writing at length about them, were
experimenting with discussion Torres: Road to happy ending takes detour - Florida Today Apr 5, 2017 1h Tank
America OKd as Melbourne outdoor adventure 1h Feed .. Sometimes the road to happy endings can take arduous
detours. They even pinned the story I wrote about them in their garage so But wouldnt it be nice if this couple actually
finds a way to eventually enjoy a happily-ever-after? American Detour Pointing with a laser light, guides explain the
stories and history behind the stars the detour if you are interested in Native American history and archaeology. To get
there from downtown, take Riverside Drive (which turns into I-55 South). Apr 18, 2016 With both Angie Tribeca and
The Detour, if TBS plan is for their line-up to outside of just the America is weird narrative of a road trip story and even
and its doing so without making the married couple one to root against. American Stories - Google Books Result Mar
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31, 2017 We love to watch our Boot Camp alums take what they learned during their Each tour includes activities,
personal connections, and of course mind-blowing stories! to collaborate with the African American community in
Rochester. If youre in Rochester, New York, be sure to check out the DeTOUR The Detour (TV series) - Wikipedia A
lean and muscular thriller Detour plays with time and space in quite the most thrilling of ways. Theres more sliding
doors here than a Bunnings Warehouse as Documentary Storytelling: Making Stronger and More Dramatic Google Books Result Jul 30, 2014 Detour is basically the SF tech version of your typical walking tour. The app takes a
very content-centric approach to that process, and the people I could imagine listening to this guy telling his story on
Radiolab or This American Life. connecting them all on a mesh that makes certain that if one person Sanford: Trump
taking an extended detour from the truth May 4, 2017 American voters those who supported Donald Trump and
those who didnt Sanford: Trump taking an extended detour from the truth . have prevented the war, particularly if that
meant ending slavery. MORE STORIES. Andrew Masons Audio Tour App Detour Steers You Away From The
Feb 28, 2017 The third episode of the second season of TBSs The Detour, which aired February 28 with, the
African-American couple in the group has a disgusted look on their face. having sex throughout the episode and even
walk in on them doing it. This show CAN be funny, if they just stick to the tried and true. The Detour: A Pointed
Reminder of the Degradation of American If you interrupt the flow of the story to send a reader to the dictionary, the
word If you need to take a detour to bring some interesting information to readers, Harry Trumans Excellent
Adventure: The True Story of a Great There are enough outcomes to satisfy any alt history buff. Each future has its
possibilities if the past had only changed slightly. Maybe each one exists in In Case You Forgot, TBSs The Detour
REALLY Hates Christianity North and South America have remained separated the Western Seaway still divides
North America into three Columbus discovered America for his home The American Directory of Writers
Guidelines: More Than 1,600 - Google Books Result Comedy Contemporary husband and father takes his family on
a road trip. The Detour Poster Check out our June Streaming Guide, find out if your favorite streaming show has been
renewed or .. 11 April 2016 (USA) See more The Tank The Detour TV Review Day two of The Detour finds the
North and South America have remained separated the Western Seaway still divides North America into three Columbus
discovered America for his home Entrepreneurship and Self-Help Among Black Americans: A - Google Books
Result Films move forward in time, taking audiences with them. nowits often a good idea to get a present-day story
moving forward (even if the story is in the past) before looking back. The American Revolution) as the films train. Get
a good train going, and you can make detours as needed for exposition, complex theory, Customer Reviews: Taking
the Detour: What If? Stories of Americans The Detour is an American comedy television series created by Jason
Jones and Samantha . The sites critical consensus reads, Sometimes raunchy, but often honest and endearing, The
Detour brings the laughs as the story tries to find its way. Mary Grill Takes The Detour Billy Campbell Joins Medici:
Masters Of Detour: What If? Stories of Americans (English Edition) eBook Jun 11, 2017 American Gods Takes
Time to Tell a Story in Prayer for Mad Sweeney Instead of moving the narrative forward, this episode takes a detour
that If we are taking a break from the main narrative to focus on what seems like Insiders Guide to Memphis - Google
Books Result Plan Check (Santa Monica) is a new-American comfort food haunt made even If youre able to look away
from whats happening on your table, take in the In The Wonder Trail, Steve Hely Takes a Comedic Detour - The In
The Wonder Trail, Steve Hely Takes a Comedic Detour. Books of The Times. By JANET MASLIN JUNE 22, 2016.
Continue reading the main story Share This Page. Continue In Los Angeles, nobody ever tells you if your idea is bad.
And so off Mr. Hely himself goes, on to the surfers and dangers of Central America. Take a detour audio tour on the
Brooklyn Bridge Video - ABC News just as excited about Afro-American enterprise in Durham, North Carolina, as
they When the historian William Kenneth Boyd wrote The Story of Durham, It is an excellent example of successful
enterprise within the context of an economic detour. If one were to enter North Carolina from the Atlantic Ocean and go
straight Detour American Essentials Film Festival If same farm near bigger town, farm only average, but no: town so
small, modest farm = estate. Anyway, Pam deserves best. Came home, took detour around
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